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Developement of bike-traffic in the
city of Bremen (Germany)

A plus in quality of live



About Bremen:
Two Cities forming the federal state „Bremen“ in North-Germany: Bremen and 
Bremerhaven, gateway to the Sea and the second largest port of Germany



Population and transport
670.000 inhabitants (550.000 in the city of Bremen)
2 Mio. in the Region Bremen/Oldenburg
130.000 commuters into city of Bremen (85% by car)
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Bike Tradition

Bremen has the highest rate of bike-transport in 
cities with over half a million inhabitants of Germany
First bike lanes were built in 1897
Bike lanes inside of streets since 1910 (since 1930 
pitch coated, since the 1950 ties in red clinker as 
well in red concrete bricks)
Today 560 km bike-lanes inside of streets, incl. 
stripes and advisory lanes



Special features in bike policy in 
Bremen

Notable continuity in building
bike lanes
First city in Germany 
opening one-way-roads for
contra-flow-bike-traffic
(1980)
First cycle street in Germany 
„Fahrradstraße“ in 1982
Planning administration
basically cares about bike-
traffic

Separate bike lanes can be
problematic and are sometimes
a difficult “heritage“
Sep. bike lanes are first choice
for citizens and politicians
Sep. bike lanes even in 
residential roads (low-speed
areas)
Public opinion „The roadway
belongs to the cars“!!!
Most actors in a planning
process feel confident to know
which are the best solutions for
bike-traffic

Positive: Problematic:



More than 42.000 bike-trips a day into
the city-centre
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Distances by bike in Bremen
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Masterplan for cycle traffic (Targets)

to raise importance of cycle-traffic (infrastructure and public relation)

regarding concepts of the "System Radverkehr" (system cycle traffic) 
like sign posting, cycle parking or public-relations work, according
to the targets of the „National Cycle Concept“of Germany

masterplan for cycling as part of the Integrative transport planning IVP 
(weighting to the respective interests of all means of  transport)

to improve traffic safety

more transparency for politics and administration

better coordination (conception, planning, construction)

to find new partners (eg. Chamber of Commerce)

Integration into an adaptable programme with assigned priorities



Coordination developing bike-transport in 
Bremen

Advisory body

Senator for construction, environment
and transport

Deputation

Department of transport

Project management:
City-planning
Civil-engeneering office
Parks and gardens department
Police
German cyclist federation (ADFC)



Masterplan with measures Quality of section
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Planning Instruments

– Bremen Guidelines
how to integrate bike
-traffic in streets are
also part of the
masterplan



„Der Grüne Ring“ (hiking with the bike in the region)



Special Bike Infrastructure

Bike-lanes along all main-traffic-roads
Off road network separate bike-lanes and 
agricultural lanes
Bicycle-zones (Fahrradstraße) 
Opened one-way streets for contra-flow-bike-traffic
Parking-facilities/B+R/ Service-station
Signposting along the main-routes (in developement)



Standard bike-lanes

Neuenlander Straße

Eickedorfer Straße Martinistraße

Access to a property



Typical Conflicts of bike-lanes on the side-walk in some cases

Am Dobben
Kornstraße

Steubenstraße



Standard bike-lanes

1. Piles and without piles 2. Tiefer before and after reorganisation



Examples of stripes

Hindenburgstraße Meyerstraße

Unter den Linden
1 Wachmannstraße 22

3

2

4



Bikeroutes/Bikestreets

Kirchheide
Albrechtstraße

Am Wall Schwachhauser Ring

21

3 4



Bike route beside a car-tunnel (Hemelingen)

Planning for cars can also bring solutions for cyclists



Planning for cars can also bring solutions for cyclists

Underpass of a motorway offers a direct
link between two town-districts excl. for
cyclists and pedestrians. Cars don´t
have a direct connection here.

Bike and pedestrian-lane under a 
motorway bridge (on both sides with a 
direct connection at the beginning and 
the end of the bridge

Stephanibrücke

Meta-Sattler-Straße



Bike-lanes at tram/bus-stops
Gröpelingen

Woltmershausen

Buntentorsteinweg

Habenhausen



Intersections

Hohentorsplatz Westerstraße



Intersections

Stern

W.-Kaisen Brücke

Hohentorsplatz

Ansgaritor

HohentorsplatzOsterstraße/ F-Ebert-Straße



Intersections

Combined bus- / bike-lane

Separate traffic
light

Single car/bike-
traffic light

Huckelriede:



Reorganisation of streets
Am Wall/ Ostertor

Before: four tracks in the roadway, conflicts between bicycles and 
pedestrians at the two gate-buildings
After: only two tracks in the roadway, more space for pedestrians, 
no conflicts anymore



Reorganisation of streets
Hamburger Straße



Reorganisation of streets
Langemarckstraße

Before: separate car and tram
track, no bike lanes

Today: common tracks for
trams and cars but priority
circuit for trams, Separate bike
lanes



Reorganisation of streets
Brüggeweg

Before: illegal car parking on the bike lanes
Today advisary lane, separate car-parking

and speed limit 30 km/h, 



Reorganisation of streets
Findorffstraße

Before: illegal carparking on the former bike-lane Today:  advisary bike-lane and official car-parking beside



Reorganisation of streets
Wachmannstraße

before After



Cycling in one-way-streets

Lahnstraße



Parking Facilities

Bike-station at main railway-station

Inside a car-parking at
Parkhaus-Mitte

Bike and Ride at Burg-Stn.

Bike-station at main railway-station



Parking Facilities

Removable racks at main-stn-north

Bike-garage main-stn.-north



Parking Facilities

Radstation



Public Awareness

Bremen presents: „Best conditions“ (for bikers) at „Tiefer“



Public Awareness

Booklet for responsible bike use Folder with parking facilities



Public Awareness: Internet Bike-trip-finder

www.radroutenplaner.bremen.de



Public Awareness: Internet Bike-trip-finder with bike-infrastructure

www.radroutenplaner.bremen.de



Public Awareness: www.verkehrsinfo-bremen.de



Public Awareness: www.verkehrsinfo-bremen.de/Bremen fährt Rad

Most important
Informations
about bike-traffic
in Bremen
English-Version



See you in town
thank you for listening

You´re welcome to Bremen


